We propose an action for a free particle in Hořava-Lifshitz gravity based on Foliation Preserving Diffeomorphisms. The action reduces to the usual relativistic action in the low energy limit and allows for subluminal and superluminal motions with upper and lower bounds on velocity respectively. We find that deviation from general relativity is governed by a position dependent coupling constant which also depends on the mass of the particle. As a result, light-like geodesics are not affected whereas massive particles follow geodesics that become mass dependent and hence the equivalence principle is violated. We make an exact study for geodesics in flat space and a qualitative analysis for those in a spherically symmetric curved background.
Introduction and Setup
The long quest for unification remains an outstanding challenge for theoretical physics despite impressive progress in this regard in the last few decades. The one last step in this program is to unify quantum theory with gravity. Gravitational interactions, as predicted by Einstein's theory, turn out to be irrelevant such that a naive quantization of general relativity breaks down at high energies. A possible resolution for this problem is to add covariant higher derivative terms to Einstein-Hilbert action such that the superficial degree of divergence decreases. A new problem arises though because the higher temporal derivatives introduce ghost fields in the theory.
A new idea in this regard has been to add only higher spatial derivatives to the EinsteinHilbert action. By doing this, and at the expense of breaking general covariance, no ghost fields appear and at the same time the higher derivatives render the theory renormalizable. Inspired by similar ideas in Lifshitz's scalar field theory, and based on some earlier works [1, 2] , Hořava introduced a renormalizable theory for gravity in [3] which has been named Hořava-Lifshitz (HL) gravity. This theory has attracted a lot of interest since then and its various aspects have been studied, such as finding solutions, addressing fundamental issues and introducing modifications in the theory and studying its cosmoligical consequences. Some of these works are listed in [4, 5, 6, 10] .
A basic question in this theory is to understand how matter fields influence geometry, that is, in this new theory for gravitation, what is the analogue of the matter energy-momentum tensor that acts as a gravitational source in Einstein's field equations in general relativity. A first step to answer this question is to study how particles move in a given background or in other words what are the geodesics in the HL theory.
The above question has been addressed in some works recently [7, 8, 9] . Among these [8] makes a comprehensive study of particles in HL gravity as the optical limit of a scalar field theory. They find new features such as superluminal motions and massive luminal particles as well as the dependence of geodesics on the mass of the particle. Similar results are found in [9] by studying super Hamiltonian formalism.
In this note we study geodesic motion for free particles in the same spirit that HL theory is built itself. We write down a kinetic action compatible with the symmetries of the theory and deform it in a way that it reproduces the expected relativistic action in the low energy limit.
Our results share some of the features with the mentioned works; it predicts sub and superluminal motions as two different sectors for motion. In the former sector, we find an upper bound on the velocity, quite similar to relativistic dynamics, whereas in the latter we find a lower bound on the velocity. We also find that even in the subluminal sector a particle's path in general deviates from its relativistic counterpart. The deviation is in terms of a coupling constant which depends on the mass of the particle and is in general position dependent. Massless particles, on the other hand, move exactly as predicted by general relativity.
In the remainder of this introduction we briefly list the basic ingredients of the HL gravity which we need in the rest of the work.
We consider a D + 1 space-time with the metric written in the ADM form as
and N and N i are the usual lapse and shift functions and g ij is the metric on the spatial section. HL gravity is based on the general coordinate transformations which preserve the foliation of space-time into the time direction and spatial sections and thus the name "foliation preserving diffeomorphisms" or FPD in short (one way of identifying these is to make a nonrelativistic contraction of diffeomorphisms). FPD in its finite form turns out to be
under which
FPD allows for more invariants than diffeomorphisms. For example for any two spacetime vectors A µ and B ν one can form the following invariant products
Apart from FPD, the HL gravity assumes that the microscopic theory enjoys a scaling symmetry that acts anisotropically on space and time. This symmetry is characterized by an exponent z > 1 and acts as follows
This means that associating a scaling dimension −1 to x i , time will have scaling dimension −z. We now move on to study the motion of particles in this theory.
Particles in HL gravity
We want to write down an action for a particle that exhibits FPD symmetry at all regimes of energy. In the UV the action must have an anisotropic scaling symmetry between time and space, specified by a critical exponent z, and in the IR it should roll down to a relativistic theory. The microscopic action which governs the UV regime consists of kinetic and potential terms. As for the kinetic term, the critical exponent only shows up in the scaling dimension of the coupling constant, that is, the form of the kinetic term is not sensitive to z. The form of the potential terms, however, is severely restricted by the value of z. In the following we study particles that move freely and hence feel no potential in the UV. Such a UV action is most naturally written as
where τ is an invariant of FPD and "dot" means derivative with respect to τ . It is natural to choose time to parameterize the world line of the particle and hence set dτ = N dt. By this choice the dynamical fields will be x i (t) which define a valid set of degrees of freedom required to specify a curve in spacetime. This choice of the parameter can be incorporated in the action by writing the following
where e(τ ) is the worldline einbein. Note that we now have x i (τ ), t(τ ) and e(τ ) as the degrees of freedom, two more than required. In return we have the equation of motion for e and a new symmetry, reparameterization invariance, which is defined by
One can now use the reparametrization invariance to fix e at a constant value, say 1. The equation of motion for e e 2 = N 2ṫ2 (2.4) then fixes the parameter as dτ = N dt and the resulting action will read
As for the IR action, we want it to be of the form
where now τ is a full diffeomorphism invariant parameter and c is the speed of light. One can write a quadratic form of this action by introducing the world line einbein
where again we have the same symmetry of (2.3). The same procedure stated above is applicable to (2.7); use (2.3) to fix e, use equation of motion for e to fix dτ 2 ∼ c 2 N 2ṫ2 −g iju iuj and the resulting action will be the familiar relativistic action for a free particle. Now let's put everything together, we start with the microscopic action (2.2) and, in order to end up with (2.7) in the IR, we add to it a deformation of the form 2.8) so that the final form for the action will be S U V + S def . One should insert various coupling constants to have the correct dimensions for the fields. Given all this, we propose the following action for the motion of a free particle in the HL gravity
In the following we will relate the coupling constants m and M to physical quantities. The engineering dimensions of the fields and constants are as follows
To identify the physical characteristics of the particle in terms of the coupling constants we consider the case of flat space, that is, when N = 1 and N i = 0. The equation of motion for e gives
One immediately identifies two distinct cases; the numerator and denominator in the above expression are either both positive or both negative. In the former case one faces superluminal and in the latter subluminal motions. Let us first consider the subluminal motions. Substituting e from (2.11) in (2.9) and after some algebra we arrive at
If we want a relativistic point particle action in the IR, we need the second square root in the above expression to capture corrections to the relativistic action. This requires the second square root to be almost equal to one even when the particle's velocity is comparable to the speed of light. A minimum requirement for this is to assume
is, the better we can approximate the IR motion with a relativistic action. A second consequence of (2.12) is to identify m with the rest mass of the particle. Now let's move to superluminal motions. This is when both the numerator and the denominator in (2.11) are positive. Again substituting e from (2.11) in (2.9) gives
For large velocities the above action approximates (2.5) in flat space. M has the same dimension as m so we identify it with some sort of a "mass" in the superluminal regime. Collecting everything together, the action (2.9), in the case of a flat space, allows sub and superluminal motions for a particle. The subluminal motion is governed by relativistic action plus corrections 2.14) whereas the superluminal motion is governed by the non relativistic action for the particle plus corrections
Some comments are in order
• Of the three constants appearing in the gauge fixed action, c is the emergent speed of light and is provided by the gravitational part of the HL theory whereas m and M are physical properties of the particle under study.
• For a given set of constants, c, m and M , not all velocities are allowed for a particle.
Either there is an upper bound on the velocities, c, or a lower bound c/g. The initial condition of the motion determines whether the motion is subluminal or superluminal.
• Given the excellent validity of special relativity even at velocities close to the speed of light, the action S SU B must give a small correction to the relativistic action. We should thus assume that g ≪ 1 or m ≫ M for usual particles.
• For g ≪ 1, the action S SU P , having an expansion in 1/g becomes "strongly coupled" even at very high velocities and is approximated by S U V in a very narrow range of velocities.
Now that we have identified the coupling constants and also realized the necessity of the assumption g ≪ 1, we move on to the general case of a curved background. Here again the action (2.9) predicts sub and superluminal motions. The former is governed by the usual relativistic action from general gravity plus corrections
whereas the superluminal motion is governed by the non relativistic action plus corrections
where
In the next section we study the equations of motion following from (2.9) to find geodesics in some simple backgrounds.
Geodesics in HL Gravity
In what follows we assume that the constants m and M are finite and that g = M/m ≪ 1. To find the geodesics of a particle from the action (2.9), we first write down the equation of motion for e
This equation specifies the allowed range of velocities and the qualitative characteristics of the motion. There are as usual two possible routes to find the geodesics. One is to solve e from above, replace in the original action (2.9) , and solve the equations of motion following from the resulting action (2.17)/(2.18). The second route is to use reparametrization invariance to fix e at a suitable constant which one can choose to be e = 1/m 2 . Replacing this in (2.9) gives
There is also a constraint which comes from gauge fixinġ
To find the geodesics we should solve the equations of motion coming from (3.2) together with the constraint (3.3) that specifies the world line parameter. Note that for g = 0, the above system of equations is exactly that in general relativity for geodesic motion. In the following we first solve this system of equations for flat space. In the passing, we study some limiting velocities and masses including the zero mass limit. We then make an approximate analysis for a spherically symmetric background to examine some qualitative features of particle motion.
Flat Space
Set N = 1 and N i = 0. S GF results in constantẋ i andṫ. This gives a straight line in space with a constant velocity. Using spatial rotations we project the motion on the axis x. The constraint equation determines the range of allowed velocities and possible lower and upper bounds. So we have
The following situations can be identified
• 0 < a < 1 and 1/g 2 < v 2 /c 2 . This is superluminal motion. In the limit a → 1 − , the velocity goes to infinity.
• 1 < a < 1/g. This is not an allowed initial condition.
• a ≥ 1/g and 0 ≤ v 2 /c 2 < 1. This is subluminal motion.
Limiting velocities and massless case
There are some special limits on the masses which allow the particle to assume limiting velocities, the lower and upper bounds in the super and subluminal sectors respectively. To study these cases we go back to the equation of motion for e before fixing the gauge
As the first limit we consider g → 0 with m kept fixed. In this limit the above relation becomes the usual relativistic constraint equation. All that remains is the subluminal motion and the theory is just special relativity. Obviously one can then take the m = 0 limit which gives v = c. This is of course the upper bound for velocity in the subluminal sector. The other special case is when m → ∞ and g is kept fixed and still smaller than one. In this limit the denominator in (3.5) should become zero, i.e., v/c = 1/g, which is the lower bound for velocity in the superluminal sector.
Spherically Symmetric Background
We study geodesic motion in the Schwarzschild solution. This is not an exact solution of HL theory but is an approximation at sufficiently large distances from the origin. Here we are only interested in general features of the geodesic motion and postpone a detailed analysis to further works. The following results should specially be considered with care when talking about regions near the horizon.
Start with the following metric
where R is a positive constant and Ω is the transverse sphere. Because of spherical symmetry we can have purely radial motions and that is what we consider below. Far from the origin where N 2 = 1 − R/r ∼ 1 we effectively have a flat space and the above arguments about flat space apply. Choosing the initial value then decides whether we start in the sub or superluminal sectors. Ay any given value of radius, the upper and lower bounds of velocity are determined by the position dependent coupling constant, g/N 2 . In terms of the radial velocity, v = dr/dt, the constraint equation is written as
The first thing to note is that as long as N 2 does not change sign during the course of motion (the particle does not cross any horizons), once we start in a sector we remain in that all through the motion. In the subluminal sector the upper bound is now shifted from c to cN 2 whereas in the superluminal sector the lower bound has shifted from c/g to cN 2 /g. As the particle moves towards the origin, both the upper and lower bounds decrease in size. For subluminal motion this results in the familiar fact that it takes infinite coordinate time for the particle to reach the horizon. In the superluminal sector this means that the particle need not necessarily slow down towards the origin.
One may try to solve equations for the subluminal sector to compare with the general relativistic geodesics. For g ≪ 1 this can be done perturbatively. One can either use the action (2.17) directly or solve (3.7) together with
where a is a constant and v < cN 2 . Either method shows that the corrections to general relativistic equations of motion depend on the mass of the particle through g, that is, particles with different masses follow different paths in space. This violates the equivalence principle as expected.
Interestingly for a massless particle for which g has to be zero, no superluminal sector exists and the geodesics are those predicted by general relativity. If one defines light by such an assumption then its motion is the same in both Einstein and HL theories for gravity.
Conclusions
In this note we have proposed an action to describe particles' motions in HL gravity. The guiding principle in our construction is the fundamental symmetry of the theory, FPD, and the requirement that general relativity is reproduced in low energies. Starting with a nonrelativistic action in UV, we add deformations such that the dominant terms in low energies sum up to the familiar relativistic action for particle motion. In doing so we encounter various coupling constants that are fixed by considering the flat space case.
The action allows for two distinct sectors for motion, one where velocities have to be smaller than an upper bound and the other which imposes a lower bound on velocities. We call the first sector subluminal and the second superluminal.
Focusing on subluminal motions in flat space, we can describe the motion in terms of the particle's mass, m, and a coupling constant g. Insisting on the validity of special relativity even at velocities close to that of light, we have to assume that g ≪ 1. This allows us to write the correction to special relativity, imposed by HL theory, in powers of g.
For superluminal motions in flat space, the theory is most naturally written in terms of g and a constant with mass dimension M . The assumption g ≪ 1 results in the fact that the relevant action for this sector becomes strongly coupled for arbitrarily large velocities. Therefore the non-relativistic action that we started with is valid in an arbitrarily small range of velocities.
We also considered some limiting cases of the constants and velocities. We find that for g = 0 the superluminal sector disappears. A particle with m = 0 is then shown to travel at the upper bound velocity. The other limiting velocity, the lower bound in superluminal sector, is reached when M goes to infinity.
One might adopt a different point of view, i.e., require that the deformations to the microscopic action introduce perturbative corrections to the non-relativistic action. This requries to assume that g ≫ 1 and results in consequences opposite to the above; the subluminal sector becomes strongly coupled at arbitrarily low energies and effectively special relativity never becomes a good approximation 2 . For curved backgrounds the above features remain valid. The coupling constant now depends on position and since it also depends on the mass of the particle, the corrections to the relativistic action become mass dependent. As a result particles with different masses follow different geodesics and the equivalence principle is violated. Deviations from general relativistic geodesics are measured in terms of g. An interesting result is that light, for which m = g = 0, is insensitive to the HL corrections to general relativity and still follows the usual light-like geodesics.
Solving the equations of motion of our action to find the actual geodesics can in general be difficult. In the subluminal sector, however, one can do this perturbatively. In this note we studied the flat space geodesics in both sectors and pointed out some qualitative features of geodesics in a spherically symmetric background in its subluminal sector. Exact calculations in this regard, and more general backgrounds, are postponed to future works.
Formulating the geodesic motion in the Lagrangian language, our approach may be taken as a first step towards an understanding of how matter behaves as a source in HL theory. This can be achieved by considering a system of the HL gravity plus the particle actions and treating the latter as a source to gravity. This is also postponed to future works.
